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Toronto, ON – May 26, 2016 — WireIE, a wholesale network operator specialized in the deployment of 

MEF Certified Carrier Ethernet networks to Canada’s underserved markets, has won the 2016 Global 

Telecom Business Awards for Fixed Infrastructure Innovation on May 25th. The publication honoured 

WireIE for their work in developing a nomadic and robust, high-availability network solution for oil and 

gas.  

The Global Telecom Business Innovation Awards celebrate the collaboration and partnership between 

operators, vendors and clients whilst recognising the industry’s best innovation projects across a 

number of categories. 

The awards are judged by an independent panel who acknowledged WireIE’s abilities to develop a 

unique digital oilfield solution for the oil and gas sector. 



“We are extremely excited to have won this award, recognizing WireIE’s innovative solutions for 

underserved and geographically disperse markets” says WireIE CEO & President, Rob Barlow. 

As a leader in providing carrier-grade managed network solutions to the most rugged and remote 

regions of Canada, along with our intimate understanding of the unique networking requirements that 

oil and gas exploration demands; WireIE worked to develop a digital oilfield solution that managed 

competing complexities, satisfied industry demands with zero disruptions to core business applications. 

The award gala dinner is a feature of the Global Telecom Business Summit which focuses on the 

technologies, business techniques and strategies impacting and disrupting the telecoms landscape 

today. Global Telecoms Business is a journal for senior management among communications service 

providers worldwide. With an international audience, reaching over 27 countries, the summit and 

innovation awards are attended by C-Level industry executives from international organisations. 

 

About WireIE 

WireIE is a Canadian telecommunications carrier, specialized in the deployment of MEF Certified Carrier 

Ethernet 2.0 networks to underserved markets. WireIE’s proven network performance, backed by 

industry-leading SLAs, has established the carrier as the provider of choice for mission critical network 

requirements, across all industry verticals including Oil & Gas, Mining, Utilities, Healthcare, Financial, 

Retail and Public Sector. Unleash the potential with WireIE – visit www.wireie.com and follow us on 

Twitter @WireIE. 
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